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OO
ver the course of the last few years, I have used in my
teaching a variety of textbooks in the very broadly
construed area of discrete mathematics. In one of

these, the delightful Discrete Mathematics, by Norman L.
Biggs, second edition [Big02], which I used in an introduc-
tory course in discrete mathematics, there is a section on how
to introduce the natural numbers axiomatically, and in one
subsection, the principle of mathematical induction is
introduced as an axiom. This axiom is then used in a
subsection on greatest and least members to prove that every
nonempty subset of the natural numbers has a least member.
The fact that the natural numbers have this property is
usually called the well-ordering principle. It should be noted
that sometimes this term is used for the well-ordering
theorem, which states that every set can be well-ordered.

It seemed to me that there was something missing from
the exposition, namely a remark along the lines that ‘‘we
could have taken the well-ordering principle as an axiom
instead of induction and still gotten the same structure,
namely the familiar natural numbers.’’ True enough, when I
went back to the first (revised) edition of Biggs’s book
[Big89], which I had read for the introductory discrete
mathematics course I took as an undergraduate, I found that
the well-ordering principle was taken as an axiom, and the
induction principle was a theorem. This would seem to
indicate that either way of presenting things would yield the
same outcome.

At this point, I decided to try to find a more solid,
explicit, and detailed source for the equivalence of the
induction principle and the well-ordering principle. So I

searched for relevant articles in the MathSciNet database,
and found the seemingly aptly titled article ‘‘The equiva-
lence of the multiplication, pigeonhole, induction, and
well-ordering principles’’ [HS88] and the related article
‘‘Placing the pigeonhole principle within the defining
axioms of the integers’’ [HS80]. Unexpectedly, what piqued
my interest was not the articles themselves, but rather the
reviews by Perry Smith. According to the Mathematics
Genealogy Project database, Smith is an academic grand-
son of the famous logician Stephen Kleene (whose doctoral
dissertation, incidentally, is titled A Theory of Positive
Integers in Formal Logic), completing his PhD at UCLA in
1970 with a thesis entitled Some Contributions to Mon-
tague’s Abstract Recursion Theory. Smith’s publication
record in MathSciNet comprises only two papers, but he
has reviewed at least 169 papers in the database.

From the review of the article mentioned first, what I
took away was the remark that ‘‘The authors work in Zer-
melo–Fraenkel set theory, but such arguments should be
given in a weaker system of set theory or arithmetic in
which the principles in question are not theorems’’ [Smi88].
The other review deserves to be cited in full:

The authors argue very informally that the pigeon-
hole principle can replace the induction axiom or the
well-ordering principle in the set-theoretic charac-
terization of the natural numbers. However, this
claim must be formulated carefully if it is to be cor-
rect. For example, (1) the ordinals less than xþ x
satisfy the first four (Dedekind–) Peano postulates
and the well-ordering principle, but not the induction
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axiom or the pigeonhole principle; (2) the class of all
cardinals satisfies the first four Peano postulates, the
well-ordering principle, and the pigeonhole principle
(if m elements are distributed into n boxes and
m[n then two elements must go into the same
box), but not the induction axiom [Smi80].

I realized then that I had long suffered from a fundamental
misconception. In the remainder of the present article, I
will expand on the issue of in what exactly my miscon-
ception consisted, indicate that I was not alone in this
misconception, and call on all good forces to help work
against the further spread of it.

Regarding rigor, I do not aim to give a logically water-
tight presentation of the question at hand, but rather to
supply a conceptual exposition of the ideas involved with
enough details that trained mathematicians should feel able
to bridge the technical gaps on their own, and that the
interested amateur will at least be able to grasp what is at
stake in these questions. In particular, I will not go into the
question of first-order versus second-order versions of the
induction axiom.

A Fun Game to Illustrate What Is Going On
Here’s a game, the relevance of which will soon become
clear, which I used to play with my three-year-old daugh-
ter. I would tell her a set of properties of a thing in the
house, and she would guess which thing I was thinking of.
As an example of an instance of the game, I would tell her
that I’m thinking about something that

• has four legs,
• has a long tail,
• sleeps in her bed,
• is dark brown.

What am I thinking about? The answer, as she would tell
me after a moment’s thought, was her plush toy ‘‘Mousey.’’
In mathematical terminology, we say that Mousey is a
model for the set of clues, that is, a concrete example of
something that satisfies all the properties. In fact, these four
clues singled out a unique object—unique up to isomor-
phism, that is. Mousey was bought at Ikea, and has in fact
been lost and replaced by an isomorphic copy on at least
one occasion, unbeknownst to my daughter. In mathe-
matical terminology, we say that these properties are
categorical, that is, that they admit only one model.

It would then be her turn to give the clues, and often
they would go something like this: I’m thinking about ...

• Daddy,
• who is sitting at the table,
• having breakfast.

The right answer, as I would figure out after a moment’s
thought, was indeed ‘‘Daddy.’’

In the following rounds of the game, I would vary the
clues slightly, sometimes again singling out Mousey
uniquely, and sometimes singling out uniquely another
plush toy, ‘‘Tigris’’ (who, of course, is a tiger).

For instance, if I retained the first three clues, then the
clue ‘‘is dark brown’’ could be supplanted with ‘‘has rodent
teeth,’’ and the set of clues would still single out Mousey. In
mathematical terminology, we say that the clue ‘‘has rodent
teeth’’ is equivalent to the clue ‘‘is dark brown’’ relative to
the first three clues.

As another example, replacing ‘‘is dark brown’’ with ‘‘has
sharp teeth’’ renders the set of clues no longer categorical,
since both Tigris and Mousey are compatible with all of the
clues. Therefore, the clues ‘‘is dark brown’’ and ‘‘has sharp
teeth’’ are not equivalent relative to the first three clues. In
mathematical terminology, we say that the set of clues has
nonisomorphicmodels, themodels beingMousey andTigris.

On my daughter’s turn to give clues, since ‘‘Daddy’’
usually remained the first clue, the question of which of the
other clues were equivalent to each other given some base
set of clues was less meaningful, since any true proposi-
tions about me would in some vacuous sense be equivalent
to each other—they could replace each other freely, with-
out affecting the categoricity of the set of properties. The
only possible model would still be Daddy.

Peano, Induction, Well Ordering, and Equivalence
In the late nineteenth century, Giuseppe Peano was
thinking about a set N together with a function S : N ! N
and a certain object 0, with the properties that:

1. 0 2 N , that is, 0 belongs to N;
2. If n 2 N , then SðnÞ 2 N ;
3. SðnÞ 6¼ 0 for every n 2 N ;
4. If SðnÞ ¼ SðmÞ, then n ¼ m;
5. If M is a subset of N such that 0 2 M and SðmÞ 2 M for

every m 2 M , then M ¼ N .

Please note that I do not intend to take a stand on the
controversial question whether 0 is a natural number. None
of the arguments in the present paper hinge on the inclu-
sion of 0 among the natural numbers.

I have left out the axioms regulating how equality
works, but it is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive, as
would be expected. Note also that some concepts from set
theory are assumed, at the very least the concept of set
itself, the fundamental membership relation 2, and the
equality of sets. The fifth property, or axiom, is the axiom
of induction, or the induction principle.

Peano’s function S is usually called the successor func-
tion, and it conveys an order\on the elements of N, by the
following rules: for every n 2 N , one has n\SðnÞ, and if
n\m, then n\SðmÞ.

Now, as far as I can tell from biographical sources,
Peano had no children, but if he had had children, he might
have asked them what it was that he was thinking about. In
light of Dedekind’s proof that this set of axioms is cate-
gorical [Ded88], any guess other than (some isomorphic
version of) the natural numbers, N, would be wrong. In
particular, guessing ‘‘the whole numbers’’ or ‘‘the ordinal
numbers up to xþ x’’ would have been wrong.

Let us suppose that as the game went on, Peano would
give the same first four clues, but instead of the fifth he
would give the clue
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(50) Every nonempty subset M � N has a least

member,

where the meaning of ‘‘least’’ is in relation to the order
relation\defined on the basis of the function S. This is the
well-ordering principle. Certainly, guessing ‘‘the natural
numbers’’ could still be correct, since the natural numbers
satisfy this property. However, guessing ‘‘the ordinal
numbers up to xþ x’’ could not be refuted as an incorrect
guess, since this model also satisfies properties (1)–(4) and
(50), as remarked by Perry.

Expanding on this remark, we denote the set of ordinal
numbers up to xþ x by Ord. Here x is the standard
symbol used for the first limit ordinal, that is, the first
ordinal to come after all the natural numbers. A number-
line-style illustration of the ordinal numbers up to xþ x is
given in Figure 1. The order relation\on Ord is such that
n\xþm and n\mþ x ¼ x for all natural numbers n
and m, and within each of the number lines,\works as for
the natural numbers. Note in particular that addition of
ordinals is not commutative.

To see intuitively that every nonempty subset M of Ord
has a least member, suppose M contains some ordinal
numbers corresponding to ordinary natural numbers (that
is, in the upper number line in the figure). Then the least
member of M is the least of these natural numbers. If M
contains only ordinals of the form xþ n, then the least of
them can be found by considering only the natural num-
bers in the þn part of the ordinals in M. One could say that
Ord inherits its well-ordering from the natural numbers,
separately for each of the number lines in Figure 1.

In Ord, however, the induction axiom does not hold,
since x is not the successor of any of the previous ordinal
numbers, and x has no immediate predecessor.

In light of the above discussion, we draw two
conclusions:

(A) The induction principle and the well-ordering princi-
ple are not equivalent relative to axioms (1)–(4) of the
Peano system, since the resulting axiomatic systems
admit different models.

(B) In the axiomatic system consisting of axioms (1)–(4)
together with axiom (50), induction (5) can’t be a
theorem, since there is a model Ord in which all these
five axioms are satisfied, but induction (5) is not true.

We may also note that the axiomatic system consisting
of axioms (1)–(5) admits only models that are isomorphic
to the natural numbers, and since the natural numbers are
well-ordered, in this system well-ordering (50) is in fact a
theorem. Induction (5) is therefore stronger than well-

ordering (50) in this context, in that it has the power to rule
out more possible models.

Alternative Ways of Defining the Natural
Numbers
In this section, we look at a few alternative ways of formally
introducing the natural numbers and the relationship
between the well-ordering principle and the induction
principle in these contexts.

Set-Theoretic Definition

To the human mind, the natural numbers may be a more
primitive intuitive concept than sets, but that notwith-
standing, the more common reduction in texts on the
foundations of mathematics is usually that the concept of
natural number is reduced to the concept of sets. In broad
strokes, this goes as follows: Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory
(with or without the axiom of choice) is introduced,
including the axiom of infinity in particular, and the natural
numbers are explicitly defined as, for example,

0 ¼ £; SðnÞ ¼ n [ fng:

Then the order relation \ on the integers corresponds to
the inclusion relation 2 on sets, and both the well-ordering
principle and the induction principle are theorems that
hold for this structure, as remarked by Perry. In this context
there is no sense in talking about whether the two prop-
erties are ‘‘equivalent.’’ Instead, they are simply both true of
the model.

Algebraically Styled Definition

Another, perhaps more intuitive, way of introducing the
natural numbers is to lay down the rules governing the
arithmetic operations þ and � on the integers Z. For
instance, we then take as axioms that aþ b and a� b are
integers whenever a and b are integers, that the left dis-
tributive law a� ðbþ cÞ ¼ ða� bÞ þ ða� cÞ holds for all
integers a, b, c, and so on. We then add to this the rules
governing the order relation, for example the transitive
property, that a� b and b� c implies a� c. At this point,
one can, in fact, define what a positive element is in the
structure. That is, however, not yet enough to characterize
the natural numbers. In particular, the set of rationals Q is
still admissible as a model, so at least one more property is
needed to pin down the natural numbers.

When introducing the natural numbers in this way, at
this point, one may add either the well-ordering principle
or the induction principle and actually get the same
resulting uniquely characterized structure. In this context,
then, the two principles are actually ‘‘equivalent,’’ that is,
they are equivalent relative to the other assumed proper-
ties. This version of formally introducing the natural
numbers is the one used by Biggs [Big89, Big02].

Special Case of General Ordinal Numbers

Finally, I will just mention briefly the possibility of intro-
ducing the natural numbers as a special case of ordinal
numbers. If this approach is employed, the order relation
takes conceptual precedence to induction, and for generalFigure 1. Illustration of the set Ord, the ordinals up to xþ x.
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ordinals, the principle corresponding to ‘‘ordinary’’ induc-
tion is so-called transfinite induction. It is not
straightforward to make sense of what exactly the question
of the equivalence of the well-ordering principle and the
induction principle should mean in this context. However,
as with the set-theoretic definition, here both the well-
ordering principle and the induction principle hold.

Looking at Textbooks
Having convinced myself that induction and well-ordering
are, in fact, not equivalent relative to the other Peano
axioms, as described above, I actually updated my previ-
ously held belief. Unfortunately, I also had to update a
remark in a textbook of which I myself was one of the
authors [JO12]. This is an introductory textbook for first-
semester students of mathematics, and in the second edi-
tion, we no longer make the unspecific claim that the
induction principle and the well-ordering principle are
equivalent. As in some of the other sources I will now go
on to cite, we were not explicit about which other defining
properties of the natural numbers we had in mind, but I
must admit that I was thinking about the Peano axioms.

I still felt that I should not have let myself be fooled, but
as I checked the textbooks in various subjects I had come
in contact with, either as a student or a teacher, I found
remarks or claims to the same effect. I wish to state very
clearly that I enjoyed all of these books greatly, and would
recommend them to anyone. What follows here should
therefore be taken for what it is: identifying isolated
unfortunate formulations or inaccuracies in otherwise
splendid sources, and an illustration of the range of sources
who get this wrong, or at least misled me.

Number Theory

In number theory, I had taught a course using the textbook
Introduction to Number Theory, by Erickson, Vazzana, and
Garth [EVG16], where it is claimed that the principles are
equivalent (p. 10), and it is left as an exercise to show this
equivalence:

Show that [the] Principle of Mathematical Induction,
Strong Mathematical Induction, and the Well Order-
ing Principle are all equivalent. That is, assuming any
one holds, the other two hold as well (p. 11).

It is implicitly clear that this equivalence is intended to be
relative to the other Peano axioms, since they are given in a
supplementary section.

Graph Theory

In an undergraduate course in graph theory, I had read
Introduction to Graph Theory, by West [Wes96], where (p.
15) the ‘‘Well Ordering Property’’ is assumed, and the
principle of induction is proved as a theorem (see below
for further details). It is unclear what other defining char-
acteristics of the natural numbers are intended.

Combinatorics

In combinatorics, I had taught a course using the textbook
Combinatorics—Topics, Techniques, Algorithms, by

Cameron [Cam94], where (pp. 10–11) the principle of
induction is given, and the author goes on to ‘‘give some
alternative forms of the Principle of Induction and justify
their equivalence.’’ Among these is proof by minimal
counterexample, which is the well-ordering property in
another guise: If a proposition P(n) does not hold for all n,
then there is some minimal n for which it fails. However,
the justification of equivalence is not actually given, but
rather just an argument for why proof by minimal coun-
terexample follows from the induction principle. Again, it is
unclear what other defining characteristics of the natural
numbers are intended.

Algebra

In abstract algebra, I had taught a course in which we
recommend Abstract Algebra: Theory and Applications, by
Judson [Jud18] as further reading. Here (p. 19), it is claimed
that ‘‘The Principle of Well-Ordering is equivalent to the
Principle of Mathematical Induction.’’ However, only a
(correct) proof that induction implies well-ordering is
given. It is unclear, though, how the natural numbers are
characterized.

Specialized Texts on Induction

In Handbook of Mathematical Induction—Theory and
Applications, by Gunderson [Gun11], it is correctly proved
that the standard order on the natural numbers as charac-
terized by Peano’s axioms is a well-ordering (p. 31), and
transfinite induction is treated properly (pp. 53–54). How-
ever, despite this well-structured presentation, it is
incorrectly claimed (p. 62) that induction follows from well-
ordering. The exposition is explicitly grounded in Peano’s
axioms.

What Goes Wrong?
In the sources I have looked at that ‘‘prove’’ from axioms
(1)–(4) and (50) that (5) holds, there is a common unjusti-
fied step of the proof, namely that every n 2 N has a
unique immediate predecessor (perhaps denoted by
n� 1). This property, however, does not follow from
axioms (1)–(4) and (50), as evidenced by the existence of a
model Ord in which this property does not hold. Specifi-
cally, the limit ordinal x, for example, has no immediate
predecessor. However, if the natural numbers are intro-
duced in the more algebraic fashion described above, that
step is justified.

The use of the immediate predecessor comes across
clearly in [Gun11], where the following theorem and proof
are given. Note that in the notation in the theorem, P5
corresponds to the induction principle and x0 is the suc-
cessor of x.

THEOREM 1 (WO ! P5, [Gun11]). Assuming that the

usual order on N is a well-ordering, then P5 holds.

PROOF. Assume that N is well-ordered and assume that the

hypothesis of P5 holds, namely that S 6¼ £ is a nonempty

set of natural numbers with 1 2 S satisfying

ðx 2 SÞ ! ðx0 2 SÞ. Let T ¼ ft 2 S : t 62 Ng. To show that
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P5 holds, one must show that S ¼ N, that is, that

T ¼ £. In hopes of a contradiction, suppose that

T 6¼ £. By well-ordering, T contains a least element, say

t0 2 T . Since 1 2 S, it follows that t0 6¼ 1. Since t0 is the least

element in T, one has t0 � 1 62 T , and so t0 � 1 2 N. By the

hypothesis of P5, then ðt0 � 1Þ0 ¼ t0 2 N, contradicting that

t0 2 T . So one must abandon the assumption that T 6¼ £

and conclude that t ¼ £ and hence S ¼ N, thereby

showing that P5 holds. h

Note that the natural numbers were introduced by
means of Peano’s axioms, so if one removes the principle
of induction from the axiom set and replaces it with the
well-ordering property, the proof of Theorem 1 is
incorrect.

Also note that the phrasing in the formulation of the
theorem seems to suggest that we already have the natural
numbers, and some ordering on them, but we do not yet
know of this ordering that it is a well-ordering. As a second
example of this, in [Wes96, pp. 10–11], we find the fol-
lowing theorem and proof, preceded by this remark:

The technique rests on the Well Ordering Property,
which we ASSUME for the positive integers: every
nonempty set of positive integers has a least element.

THEOREM 2 (Induction principle [Wes96]). If P(n) is a

statement with an integer parameter n and the following

two conditions hold, then P(n) is true for every positive n.

(1) P(1) is true.
(2) For all n� 1, ‘‘P(n) is true’’ implies ‘‘ Pðnþ 1Þ is true.’’

PROOF. Suppose that conditions (1) and (2) hold. If P(n)

does not hold for every positive integer n, then P(n) fails

for some nonempty set of positive integers. By the well-

ordering property, there is some least value for which P(n)

fails. By (1), this value cannot be 1. By (2), this value cannot

be any integer larger than 1. h

The proof does not explicitly use the immediate pre-
decessor property, but it is implicit in the argument that ‘‘By
(2), this value cannot be any integer larger than 1.’’ Also,
there is no mention of how exactly the natural numbers
were actually introduced.

Saying that we assume the well-ordering property for
the positive integers somehow indicates that we could
imagine the positive integers as not having this property.
Comparing this to the guessing game, this looks an awful
lot like ‘‘I’m thinking about something that:

• is the positive integers;
• has the well-ordering property.’’

That is, saying that we assume the well-ordering property
for the natural numbers is akin to saying that we assume
that ‘‘Daddy’’ has some property that Daddy in fact has.

This raises the question of how the positive integers
were characterized in the first place. By the Peano axioms?

By pure intuition? By giving a set-theoretic model for them
in the Zermelo–Fraenkel axiom system for set theory? This
question will be expanded upon below.

There thus seem to be three different misconceptions in
play here. One higher-level misconception is the incorrect
claim that axioms (1)–(4) together with (50) characterize the
natural numbers, via the induction principle, which is taken
to be provable from these five axioms. The lower-level
misconception that seems to underlie this is the incorrect
assumption that the existence of (unique) successors
together with the well-ordering principle implies the exis-
tence of (unique) predecessors. The third misconception
seems to be more of a fallacy in reasoning, whereby the
conclusion (a full characterization of the natural numbers)
is assumed.

I will let Dedekind comment on the third point (as
quoted in [Wan57]):

If one assumes knowledge of the sequence N of
natural numbers to begin with and accordingly per-
mits himself an arithmetic terminology, then he has of
course an easy time of it. He needs only to say: an
element n belongs to the sequence N if and only if by
starting with the element 1, and going on counting,
i.e. by a finite number of iterations of the mapping k
(compare the conclusion of 131 of my essay) I
eventually reach the element n; on the other hand, I
never reach an element t outside the sequence N by
means of this process. But it is quite useless for our
purpose to adopt this manner of distinguishing
between those elements t which are to be ejected
from S, and those elements n which alone are to
remain in S. Such a procedure would surely involve
the most pernicious and obvious kind of circulus
vitiosus.

Origins of the Misconceptions
There are several different ways of asking about the origin
of a phenomenon. Here, I shall briefly investigate only two
aspects: how the phenomenon seems to have spread, and
the first appearance of the components of the
phenomenon.

How the Misconceptions Have Spread

It seems natural to assume that the wide diffusion of the
imprecise claim that the induction principle and the well-
ordering principle are equivalent has been facilitated
mainly by its inclusion in widely used textbooks. Special-
ized sources in axiomatics and set theory do not seem to
make the mistake (see, for example [Sup60]). Rather, it is
the sources that treat the axiomatic introduction of the
natural numbers in a cursory fashion, as preliminaries to
some other subject, that seem most likely to be sketchy on
the details.

As mentioned above, I have myself been guilty of
repeating this sketchiness in a textbook [JO12], so using
introspection to analyze the mechanisms of how the mis-
conception has spread indicates that doctrine (by which I
mean knowledge spread through teaching) plays a central
role. There are many textbooks, and I have unfortunately
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made only an incomplete effort to investigate influential
textbooks from the period between the axiomatization of
the natural numbers and the rise of mass education and a
large market for textbooks.

My incomplete effort consists in investigating the two
seemingly widespread books Naive Set Theory by Halmos
[Hal60], and A Survey of Modern Algebra, by Birkhoff and
Mac Lane [BML53].

In Naive Set Theory, the natural numbers (denoted by x)
are introduced (p. 44) by means of the well-known explicit
set-theoretic model in which 0 ¼ £, and the successor is
given by xþ ¼ x [ fxg. This is all well and good, and in
Section 12, Peano’s axioms are proved to hold. In Sec-
tion 17, well-ordering is introduced together with transfinite
induction, and it is cautioned that elements in well-ordered
sets may fail to have predecessors. Despite these prepara-
tions, it is claimed that ‘‘the two statements are in general
not equivalent to each other; their equivalence in x is a
happy but special circumstance’’ (p. 67). Here, therefore,
we have an instance of claiming that the two theorems,
induction principle and well-ordering principle, are equiv-
alent for the natural numbers. Though it seems clear that
Halmos was not confused about the relationship between
the axioms, one may nonetheless imagine that this formu-
lation may have contributed to confusion.

In A Survey of Modern Algebra, the integers are intro-
duced by their desired algebraic properties and finally
defined (p. 11) as an ordered integral domain in which the
elements are well-ordered. The induction principle is then
proved. Later (p. 54), the Peano axioms are given, and it is
proved that they define a structure that is isomorphic to the
natural numbers. In particular, it is proved that the suc-
cessor function gives rise to a well-ordering. It is not
explicitly stated that the well-ordering principle cannot
replace the principle of induction among the Peano
axioms. Again, one can therefore imagine how this treat-
ment, while perfectly correct, may have contributed to
confusion.

First Appearances of the Components

of the Misconception

One way of actually making the well-ordering principle
and the induction principle equivalent relative to the other
axioms is to supplant axiom (3) with a slightly different
version, namely:

(30) SðnÞ 6¼ 0 for all n 2 N , and 0 is the only element

that is not a successor.

Axiom (30) is obviously stronger than axiom (3). In a sense,
this added strength makes up for the weakness of the well-
ordering principle in relation to the induction principle.
Given the stronger axiom (30), the two proofs above of the
induction principle are correct. In fact, it seems that
Dedekind considered using axiom (30) (see [Wan57]), but
the version that made it into the standard Dedekind–Peano
axioms was (3).

However, Mario Pieri, a contemporary of Peano, gave an
alternative axiomatization of the natural numbers [Pie08] in
which (30) rather than (3) was used, and the well-ordering

principle instead of the induction principle. He then pro-
ceeded to prove that his axiomatization and that of Peano
were in fact equivalent. In [DLM01] it is suggested that
confusion about the work of Pieri might be the root cause
of the misconception that induction and well-ordering are
equivalent in relation to axioms (1)–(4). However, it seems
that Pieri’s work on arithmetic did not receive much
international attention at the time (see [MS07], p. 327), so
the claim that Pieri’s work is the root of the misconception
does not seem convincing, even though it seems to mark
the first appearance of the well-ordering principle in an
axiomatic characterization of the natural numbers.

I hope that some historian of mathematics will take an
interest in the question of the origins and spread of this
unclarity.

Applying the Principle of Charity
When evaluating the arguments and claims of others, one
should strive to apply a principle of charity, that is, to
interpret those arguments and claims as charitably as pos-
sible. This would be the opposite of a so-called straw man
argument, whereby one assigns untenable views to an
opponent and proceeds to argue (successfully, of course)
against those untenable views. In the current case, having
identified the apparent misconceptions detailed above, one
should then try to interpret them in a way that does not
make them untenable or incorrect.

In looking at the actual incorrect deductions (using the
Peano axioms) that well-ordering implies induction, I think
it is hard to be charitable. In this system, using immediate
predecessors is simply not warranted. I think, however,
that there are two main points at which one can try to
afford charity. First, perhaps something else is meant by
‘‘equivalence,’’ for example in [Gun11], where ‘‘the equiv-
alence between WO and P5’’ (p. 62) is discussed. Second,
perhaps there is some reasonable interpretation of state-
ments to the effect that some property is ‘‘assumed for the
natural numbers.’’

Equivalence Between Axioms

Admittedly, the sources listed above are not primarily
axiomatic treatments of the natural numbers, and so per-
haps a more colloquial sense of the word ‘‘equivalence’’ is
intended. That is, instead of claiming that the axioms (1)–
(5) single out the same model as the axioms (1)–(4) toge-
ther with (50) do, perhaps the intended sense is, for
example, that the induction principle and the well-ordering
principle are equally useful in proving theorems. Another
possible intended meaning might be that for the natural
numbers (maybe as given explicitly by some concrete
model in set theory), both principles are equally true (that
is, they are actually true, plain and simple).

If any of these other possible interpretations are what is
actually intended, then I think that it would serve the
reader better to state this in less misleading terms. I believe
that the intuitive idea most mathematicians have, and that
we should want to instill in students, is that the equivalence
of two axioms is something relative to another base set of
axioms. The two paradigmatic examples of this, which I
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believe shape mathematicians’ understanding of equiva-
lence of axioms, are the different versions of the parallel
axiom in Euclidean geometry (equivalent relative to the rest
of the standard axioms), and the axiom of choice versus,
for instance, Zorn’s lemma, in Zermelo–Fraenkel set theory.
Therefore, regarding the statement that the well-ordering
principle and the induction principle are ‘‘equivalent,’’ I
would think that the generally perceived meaning among
readers is that they are equivalent relative to the other
axioms, and I suspect that this is also usually the intended
meaning on the part of the authors.

Taking Naive Set Theory as an example, it would seem
that what is intended to be claimed is that the well-ordering
principle and the induction principle are simultaneously
true for the natural numbers, but that there are other
structures (the ordinals, for example) in which they are not
simultaneously true. Here, it could also be that what is
intended is that transfinite induction in the case of the
natural numbers coincides with ordinary induction.

Properties ‘‘Assumed for the Natural Numbers’’

If it is assumed that the natural numbers are somehow at
hand, by whatever mechanism, then ‘‘assuming’’ some
property about them that is true for the natural numbers is
certainly vacuous. Any arguments purporting to uncover
some basic characterizing property for the natural numbers
proceeding from this assumed property must then also be
circular. This echoes the historical attempts to ‘‘prove the
parallel axiom’’ in Euclidean geometry, where some ‘‘ob-
vious’’ properties of the geometry were often tacitly
assumed. In order to be charitable, one must therefore
assume that what is intended by expressions such as ‘‘the
well-ordering property, which we assume for the positive
integers’’ is something like ‘‘assumed for this structure,
which we are trying to pin down.’’ In this case, there must
still be some base set of axioms that is already in place.

As indicated above, using axiom (30) instead of (3)
actually makes the well-ordering principle equivalent to the
induction principle, relative to the first four axioms. So
perhaps this is what the authors quoted above actually had
in mind. However, as remarked in [Gun11], ‘‘Peano’s
axioms are generally now accepted by the mathematical
community as a starting point for arithmetic.’’ In the sources
I have seen that explicitly state the first four axioms, it is
invariably axiom (3) that is used, not axiom (30). This goes
toward the argument that the mere existence of a base set
of axioms relative to which (5) and (50) are equivalent does
not warrant the unspecified claim that they are equivalent.

In any case, formulations such as ‘‘assumed for the
natural numbers’’ are questionable even in a slightly less
formal treatment of the axiomatic grounds of numbers.

As noted above, I think it would be most interesting to
see a more thorough historical investigation into these
issues. Additionally, I have searched for, but not found,
some source giving a more detailed overview of alternative
ways of introducing and characterizing the natural num-
bers, perhaps also including an analysis of the relative
strength of some different selections of axioms. This was
investigated in a bachelor’s thesis [SL16] that I supervised

on the topic. An end goal would be for these issues to be as
widely known as alternative axiomatizations of planar
geometry and set theory.
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